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1. Introduc0on

§ heritage speakers = bilinguals who learned a minority
language as a L1 (heritage language) and a majority language
as L2 (dominant language) (Polinsky, 2018)
§ here L1 = Serbo-Croatian, L2 = German
§ they receive the greates input in their L1 in early years, later
L2 gets more in focus and L1 input decreases

§ heritage speakers are further divided into simultaneous and
sequential bilinguals (Polinsky, 2018)
§ heritage speakers = unbalanced bilinguals
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1. Introduc0on

§ in adulthood they only speak L1 at home, while L2 is used
elsewhere
§ begin L2 acquisiDon = begin L1 impairment
§ the L1 (heritage language) suffers deficits in several
linguisDc domains (especially regarding lexicon, grammar, 
morphology and syntax …)

§ while L2 (dominant language) replaces the actual L1 and is
predominantly used
§ especially in phoneDcs/phonology regarded as more naDve 
like than L2 learners (in heritage language) (Polinsky, 2018) 
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1. Introduc0on

§ transfer = properties from one language are carried over to
another
§ usually transfer from L1 -> L2 is meant, but transfer from
L2 -> L1 can also occure
§ bi-directional transfer (or reciprocal transfer) 
§ all types of transfer correlate with age and language
experience (Major, 2008)
§ two hypothesis about transfer: 
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1. Introduction

§ Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (Lado, 1957):

aspects that are similiar to the L1 are easier required
§ Markedness Differential Hypothesis (Eckman, 1987)
marked structures are more likely to be transfered
§ generally speaking: a phenomenon is more marked than

another, if it‘s presence implies the existence of the other, 
but not the other way around (Rasier & Hiligsmann, 2008)
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1. Introduc0on

§ do suprasegmental features transfer as well?

§ if L1 suprasegmental features are acquired early (Ohala, 
2008) 
§ and early acquired structures are less likely to change
(Polinsky, 2018): 
§ language specific prosody-transfer from L1 to L2 is most
likely (Age of AcquisiBon effect)
§ if we assume that language experience is more crucial: 
transfer from L2 (dominant language) to L1 (heritage
language) is more likely
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1. Introduction

§ Serbo-CroaDan = pluricentric south-slavic language spoken
in Serbia, CroaDa, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Montenegro and
Kosovo (Kordić, 2008)
§ diaspora in Germany: approximately a million speaker
(based on S/C/B/M naDonaliDes living in Germany) 
(StaDsDsches Bundesamt, 2018)

§ prosodic system consists of falling and rising contour tones, 
(pitch differences at the lexical level are uDlized contrasDvely) 
(Lehiste & Ivić, 1986; Inkelas & Zec, 1988; Petrović, 2006; Zsiga
(2013) 
-> lexical pitch accent language
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1. Introduction

§ tone types are acousDcally disDnguished by their pitch
contour (acousDc correlate: F0) 
§ both tones are almost in complementary distribuDon
(Lehiste & Ivić, 1986; Petrović, 2006; Smiljanić, 2006; Zec & 
Zsiga, 2010; Zsiga & Zec, 2013)
§ Falling: only in monosyllabic words and at the ini4al 
syllable in mul4syllabic words
§ Rising: only in mul4syllabic words (in ini4al or medial 
posi4on)
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1. Introduc0on

§ both tones can be divided into series of short vowels and
long vowels, making up a four-way disDncDon in prosodic
features
§ falling: /â/, /âː/
§ examples: [sân] ‘dream’, [mrâːk] ‘darkness’, [mât͡ʃka] ‘cat’, 
[zâːstaʋa] ‘flag’

§ rising: /ǎ/, /ǎː/
§ examples: [mǎɡla] ‘fog’. [xʋǎːla] ‘graDtude’, [budǎla] ‘idiot’, 
[muʃkǎːrats] ‘man’
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1. Introduc0on

§ long falling contour tone
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§ long rising contour tone
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1. Introduction

§ examples falling vs rising tone

§ 1.
§ 2. 
§ 3. 
§ 4. 
§ 5. 
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2. Acoustic Study

§ central quesDon: are reciprocal transfer effects of prosody
present in L1 and L2 of Serbo-CroaDan heritage speakers
raised in Germany?
§ two reading experiments: one in Serbo-CroaDan, one in 
German
§ heritage speakers (HS) compared between monolingual
raised naDve speakers of each language (Serbo-CroaDan = SC, 
German = GER)
§ differences in pitch (F0) between HS and monolingual
controls in focus
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2. Acous0c Study

§ 40 SC-words selected with help of the SRPSKIJE online 
dicDonary (Hälg, Adžaip & Novković, 2007)

§ 20 words with falling contour tones, 20 words with rising
contour tones
§ balanced in vowel quality and quanDty
§ Falling: 10 monosyllabic words; 10 mulDsyllabic words with
iniDal tone distribuDon
§ Rising: 10 mulDsyllabic words with iniDally distribuDon; 10 
with medial distribuDon
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2. Acous0c Study

§ 40 GER-words were selected

§ 20 monosyllabic words, 20 mulDsyllabic with penulDmate
stress
§ vowel quality balanced
§ monosyllabic words -> SC-context, were only falling contour
tones occure

§ mulDsyllabic words with penulDmate stress -> SC-context, 
were only rising contour tones occure
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2. Acous0c Study

§ First experiment (Serbo-Croatian):

§ 8 monolingually raised Serbo-Croatian natives (SC), living in 
Germany (age = Ø 47) 
§ and 8 Serbo-Croatian Heritage speaker (HS), living in 
Germany (age = Ø 22).
§ Second experiment (German):

§ same HS-group from the first experiment
§ 8 monolingually raised German natives (GER), living in 
Germany (age = Ø 35) 
§ all groups were balanced in gender
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2. Acous0c Study

§ Items were embedded in a carrier sentence

§ Na tablic riječ X je napisana (SC)
§ Ich habe X gesagt (GER) 
§ and presented to subjects in powerpoint
§ F0 for tonic syllable and posttonic syllable (SC) and
accentuated(stressed) and postaccentuated syllable (GER) was 
calculated with Praat Boersma & Weenink, 2018)
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2. Acous0c Study

§ F0-slope in semitones as dependant variable

§ F0-slope = (LOG2(MAXIMUM F0)/(MINIMUM F0))*12

§ linear mixed effects models (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & 
Christensen (2017) were calculated for tonic and poszonic
syllables / accentuated and postaccentuated syllables
§ items and parBcipants as random effects
§ relaDonship between pitch (F0-slope) and the fixed effects
group, tone type (for Serbo-CroaDan), syllable paLern (for
German) and interacDon between both were tested
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2. Acoustic Study
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§ accentuated: Group
was significant (χ2(1) = 
22.068, p < 0.01), syllable
pa,ern non significant
(χ2(1) = 0.175, p = 0.6757) 
and interac1on
significant (χ2(1) = 3.868, 
p = 0.04921)

§ postaccentuated: 
Group was significant
(χ2(1) = 13.028, p < 0.01)     

Results (German)
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2. Acoustic Study
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§ Tonic: Group was 
significant (χ2(1) = 123.69, 
p < 0.01) as well as tone 
type (χ2(1) = 10.265, p < 
0.01), with interac.on
being non significant (χ2(1) 
= 1.7174, p = 0.19) 

§ PosDonic: Group was 
significant (χ2(1) = 55.458, 
p < 0.01), with non 
significant results for tone 
type (χ2(1) = 1.6429, p = 
0.1999) and interacKon
(χ2(1) = 0.5575, p = 0.4553)

Results (Serbo-CroaDan)
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3. Conclusions

§ across both experiments, test and control group differed
significantly in F0-slope
§ heritage speakers had lower F0-slopes across all condiDons
(tone type, syllable pazern…) than monolingual counterparts
§ in Serbo-CroaDan: contrast between falling and rising
contour tones was nevertheless maintained (for tonic
syllables)
§ in poszonic there was no difference between tone types
§ in German: heritage speakers differed in F0-slopes for
monosyllabic and mulDsyllabic words
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Heritage speaker showed differences in both
languages
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3. Conclusions

§ most important observa4on: even if heritage speakers are
more dominant in their L2 use, they s4ll do show transfer
effects on suprasegmentals
§ this is reflected in the difference between monosyllabic
words and penulDmate stressed syllables in mulDsyllabic
words

§ pazern reflects their realizaDon of falling and rising tones in 
SC (although to a lesser degree)
§ age of acquisiBon effects are present
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3. Conclusions

§ two possible interpretations from here on:

§ 1. rising tone has a lower F0-slope than falling tone
§ but monosyllabic german words have similiar slopes for
heritage speakers and german monolinguals
§ -> only the pattern for rising tones is transfered
§ rising tones are mapped on to penultimate stressed words, 
as they are perceived as similiar by heritage speakers
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3. Conclusions

§ Perceptual Assimiliation Model (Best et al., 1995) might be
extended to suprasegmental characteristics
§ rising tones are more marked than falling tones (Zec & 
Zsiga, 2010) and thus are more likely to be transfered
§ falling tones are not transfered for monosyllabic words
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3. Conclusions

§ 2. Heritage speakers have a lower F0-slope than both
monolingual groups in general
§ -> further confirmed by lower F0-slope in postaccentuated
syllables
§ similiar slopes in monosyllabic syllables between both
groups therefor ≠ similiar stress realizaDon

§ -> both tones are actually transfered to the L2
§ lower F0-slope in both experiments are difficult to explain
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How to interpret these results?
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4. Future Prospects

§ lower F0-slope in all condiDons: pitch is correlated with age
(Volín et al., 2017)
§ but: F0-slope was used as a variable to normalize
measurements
§ furthermore: difference between age was high for the
Serbo-CroaDan experiment (Ø 22 vs Ø 47), but not as great for
the German experiment (Ø 22 vs Ø 35)
§ bilingualism might play a role in general
§ for instance: japanese-english bilinguals had a lower pitch
span in japanese than in english (Passoni et al., 2018) 
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4. Future Prospects

§ other ways to measure pitch contour?

§ spontanous language producDon instead of reading task?
§ are heritage speakers also able to perceive the difference
between both tones?
§ extending the research to segmental differences between
both languages

§ final devoicing, vowel space, sibilant PoA…
§ further suggesDons? 
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Further research is needed
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